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Disclaimer
This document is provided by Intarex S.L. The documents are neither approved nor in
any way acknowledged or endorsed by SAP. The only documentation and training
officially released by SAP shall be binding upon SAP. The official current SAP Business
One documentation and training is available at http://service.sap.com/sbocustomer/
documentation and http://service.sap.com/sbocustomer/training
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About this document
This document provides information and procedures for using iBoutique. iBoutique is a
complete tactile POS software with multiple features to manage apparel and footwear
stores from Suite Fmoda environment. It works in an independent way or linked to a
central store, warehouse or factory and its connection with the Central allows keeping
the stock constantly updated. This manual provides an overview of the iBoutique
version 2.0.30 and the features contained therein addressed for end users.
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1.-GENERAL INFORMATION:
1.1.-Access
To access to the application double-click on the iBoutique icon installed in the pc to log
in, enter the user code and password provided by your supplier.

Depending on the set up done by our Central, we will proceed by clicking on the
picture:

Or entering your own “seller” user code:
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Once the shop assistant has been selected (seller), enter your password.

Input and output records
If the input and output record has been set up, the related option will be displayed.

Through the search icon we will select the reason for the input or output.
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The next step will show the Point of sales in standby mode for a new sale.

1.2.-Getting started
The Point of Sale screen has been designed with a threefold use:
• For touch screens: by touching on the relevant icons.
• Through the mouse: clicking on the same icons.
• Through the keyboard: with function keys as accelerators displayed at the
bottom of the screen or in the icons text.
The options of the Point of Sale (POS) main screen are displayed as follows:
•
•
•

Generic options at the top
Options related to create operations are located at the central and top areas.
Options related to operations processing are located in the right column.
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Each option can display a dropdown menu to display other options, in order to show or
request new data.

On-screen keyboard
To operate with the touch screen, the on-screen keyboards (numeric and
alphanumeric) will be displayed on the screen in any case that exist options or needs
to type or fill in information.
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To display the alphanumeric on-screen keyboard, we must select the option “abc”
from the numeric keyboard; in some screens we can access through the specific icon:

Function key summary:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

F1. Customer search
F2. Model search.
F3. On/Off Refund mode/Purchase mode
F4. Cancel sale
F5. Customer options
- F1. Customer’s Maintenance Access
F2. Check customer’s layaways
- F3. Check customer’s sales
- F4. Customer’s details by items
F6. Customer’s collection
- F1. Customer collection management
- F2. Print ticket charges
F7. Input layaways / deposits
F8. Cash register options
- F1. Edit Ticket
- F2.Print Ticket
- F3.Create invoice
- F4. Cancel Ticket
- F5. Print voucher
- F6. Cancel voucher
- F7. Cash operations
- F8. Open drawer
- F9. Cash closing
- F10. Adaptation management
F9. Sales
- F1. Sales search
- F2. Sales search by sales agent
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• F10. Warehouse
- F1. Stock search
- F2. Stock search by multiple warehouses
• Alt+1. Adaptations
• Alt+2. Freeze ticket
• Alt+3. Ticket recovery
• Alt+4. Ticket refund
• Alt+5. Gift option
- F1. Gift voucher
- F2. Gift Ticket
•

Alt+S. edit selected item line

1.3.-Basic options description

1.3.1.- Generic options at the top of the screen
Close: Exit the Point of sales main screen
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Options: you can edit, the POS run time, language, background color and shading
screen, default printers for tickets and invoices, and data set up.

Customer: access to create or search customer’s files, check and pick up alterations, or
check the goods on deposit.

Amount Cash: when a customer is identified, if there were pending bills, the option to
access to search/settlement for outstanding payments will be activated

Layaways: To register a deposit goods delivery for a customer.
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Register: Access to the cash flow, cash opening with not related sales, print tickets or
invoices, cancel vouchers, cash closing and dressmaker management

Sales: Search total sales summary, includes information about the cash register float,
daily and weekly sales by seller, also ticket details with the option to edit the payment
method.

Store: Store stock search, and all the warehouses or authorized stores to search.

Displays the BackOffice options detailed in section 4 of this document
1.3.2.- Options related to sales/refunds

Cash: Displays the screen for closing sales, shows the available payment methods.
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Adaptation: To record alterations to do for the selected garments in the ticket.

Sale on hold: freezes a current sale, keeping the articles details in order to create a
new sale and then be able to retrieve the sale on hold information

Return receipt: to create a total or partial refund from a previous ticket with the same
price/discount method applied.

Gift options: allows to reprint tickets total or partially in gift format (without price), in
order that the person who receives the gift could use the ticket for a possible change.
It also creates gift vouchers to be changed by the person who receives the voucher.
1.3.3.- Current transaction options
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Changes from sale to refund option in the line status, cancels current sales, cancels
partially one ticket dragging a line into the recycle bin, edits a line or create a new one.
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2.-SALES PROCESS
2.1.-Anonymous sale or by identifying the customer
Before scanning the articles to start a ticket, we must specify which sale type we want
to create. Once we have filled in articles we won’t be able to change the sale type.
Anonymous sale

By default the process will set the sale as anonymous.
Sale to customer
When we create a sale for a specific customer with a file already created in the system
(with linked discount, loyalty…), we should select the related file from our database.
Customer’s database will include the data already added in the POS, the Central or in
the stores with the same group or franchise that we belong. The access to the Central
that we belong has to be setup previously.
To search we must click on “Customer” option or press F1.

On the search field we will fill the customer’s data, and then click on the related
option.
For instance, we fill in “Nurieta” and then we click on the “Name” option, a list of
customers which their name contains “Nurieta” will be displayed on the screen. By
clicking on the related line + “Continue”, the system will identify the customer for the
next operation.
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Once we have selected the customer, their name and code will appear on the sale
header.

In the case that the customer had some goods in layaway or had pending payments, a
popup with the related data will appear.

*The details for these features will be described below in the appropriate chapters.
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2.2.-Add articles (scanner, manual, through search)
By barcode scanner
The system, by default expects a barcode entry. When the scanner reads the barcode,
it shows a line with the style type on the details, with the related description, color,
size, price and picture.
This action will update the “Total pieces” and “Total amount” fields.

Manual article search
In case that we do not have the barcode available, we can search the style type
manually by “Manual entry” option, pressing F2 or with this icon
located
on the right side from the barcode fields.
The system suggest to search on the current active season from the control file (if the
store is identified as an “Outlet” the season will appear in blank). However, the season
parameter can be changed trough the search icon located on the right (see next
picture).
The article search can be done by: F1 –Code, F2-Description, F3-Brand
In the example below, we search by description and we fill in the search field with
“Chaqueta” (Jaquet), the system lists all the articles containing “Chaqueta” in their
description.
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Once we have selected the style type, the screen will display the available colors and
sizes in order to select the related article to sell.

2.3.-Editing lines, price and discounts.
By selecting the line to edit, we can click on the icon
type ALT+S, the edit screen will be displayed.

from the left side column or
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If the sales agent has authorization, this process allows to change the price manually,
or enter a discount (selecting the discount search icon)

2.4.-Deleting lines
On a touch screen mode, we can delete lines by pressing on the line to cancel and
dragging it into the recycle bin, the system will then request confirmation for the line
cancellation.
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Delete current sale
In the case that during a sales process, for any reason, we want to cancel the current
sale, we can click on this icon:

And we will be requested to confirm the cancellation. On this step, we have not
reached yet to the cash collection screen and the ticket has not been validated yet.

2.5.-Manual refunds

Through the “Refund mode” option, a red warning for “Returning items” will be active
on the top of the screen. With the “Sales mode” option, we can jump to sales mode in
the current ticket, as the system allows sales and returns in the same ticket.
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To register the item to return we will use the standard way (scan barcode, search..).
The quantity and price will appear in negative.

When we finish the operation, through the “Cash” option, the system will request if we
want to create a voucher.

If we want to create a voucher, the process will allow to fill in the ticket expiry date as
the control parameter.

We can manually change the expiration date. If we do not want to generate a voucher,
we should enter the refund method: cash or card.
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2.6.-Ticket refund

The system allows the option to refund a previously registered ticket (totally or
partially), in order to apply the same payment/discount method applied in the
purchase. To locate the ticket to be refunded, we can scan the ticket barcode (printed
on the bottom of the ticket), or fill in manually the ticket number.

It also allows the possibility to refund a ticket created in a different store. In this case,
the system will connect to the Central server to locate it.
The screen will display the ticket content, with the prices and discounts applied in the
first instance, and it will allow us to select the articles to return them.
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With the selected articles, we will follow the usual workaround already described
above.

2.7.-Exchanges
To create an article exchange the system will expect two operations, one for the return
of the article and another one for the sale. It does not matter which operation comes
first.
As we can see in the refund article screen, when we click in “Refund mode”, their
status will change to “Sales mode”, allowing to purchase items in the same operation.
The exchange option can create a positive or negative amount depending on the
article prices.
If the amount is negative, the ticket closing procedure will be the same as the already
described in the refunds operations section. If the amount is positive, we will follow
the same as the described for sales procedures.
In the case that the amount is “0” (as a result of a refund and the sale of items of the
same price), we will press the “Cash” option.
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We will finish the operation as the usual way, while printing the related ticket.

2.8.- Ticket on hold. Hold it and recover
This option allows us to put on hold a current operation, freeze it and without lose any
data create another sale.
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With the articles already introduced in the sale, we click on the option “Sale on hold”
or Alt+2. The system will request to confirm it.

And we will go back to the main sales menu, allowing us to start a new operation.

When we press on “Recover” (or Alt+F3) the list of tickets on hold will be displayed on
the screen
If there were a new current sale, when we press “Recover” the process will require to
cancel the current sale.

Once the ticket is selected, the process will retrieve all its content and continue with
the normal sales procedure, allowing to add or cancel lines.
At the end of the day we should cancel all the sales on hold, as the cash closing
procedure will be not available if there are pending sales on hold.
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To cancel the sales on hold, we will have to recover them and when the process is
ready to continue, we just have to click on “Cancel sale”.

2.9.-Finishing the sale and collections procedures

Through the “Cash” option, we will end the sale and the cash screen will pop up.

Total detail
By clicking on the total sale option, the itemized amount will be displayed by VAT
types. If the article has VAT included there will be no difference between the "Total"
and "Total sale".
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Discount finishing the sale
If we want to add a total discount, we will select the reason with the “Search” icon and
then we will fill the discount percentage.

The total amount can be split through the different payment methods (in the example
below by cash and by credit card).
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Payment through voucher or gift voucher

Customers can use vouchers or gift vouchers to pay totally or partially a purchase.
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The system allows to identify vouchers through 3 different methods:
•
•
•

Scanning the barcode printed at the bottom of the voucher
Inserting manually the voucher number
Searching non-cancelled vouchers by date/amount range

With this last option, by clicking on the icon
display the following selection screen:

the system will

Provides a list of the related vouchers that match with the previously fulfilled data
range, and allows to select the voucher to cancel.
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Any of the three methods to create vouchers, allow to create one or more vouchers to
cancel in order to pay the sale. If we are part of a store group with shared vouchers,
we will be allowed to enter vouchers created in others stores.
Once the vouchers are registered, we will click on the “Go back” option to return to
the screen to finish the sale.

The registered vouchers total amount could be more or less than the sale amount.
When the amount is less than the total amount, we will indicate which pay method we
will use to finish the sale.
For instance, if we have a sale of 69€ and we have registered a voucher for 100€, we
will have to provide 31€ change.
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In this case, the process will allow to create a voucher with the amount difference.
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2.10. Gift options
Gift options, At+5. Allow to choose between the following options:

Gift Card
Gift Card, F1. Creates a voucher with the related amount, it will allow to be used for another
sale, for another customer
We will fill the gift card amount, the pay method (cash, check or card). A voucher is printed
with the amount and an internal number, in order to allow to be used for another sale.

Gift ticket
Gift Ticket, F2. Prints all the lines or part of the style type lines from an existent ticket,
without any prices or total amount.
We fill the ticket number manually or by scanning the barcode.
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The articles sold in the ticket will be displayed. Then we can select the articles to
reprint without their price.

2.11.-Change of sales agent

While on the main screen in standby, if we click on the sales agent picture, the system
will show all the active sales agents in order to select the related sales agent for the
next sale.
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3.-ADDITIONAL PROCEDURES

Description of the rest of the POS features, which are accessible from the top taskbar.

3.1.-Customers

3.1.1.-Customer maintenance, F1
To add, edit or check for customers
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.

• Search layaway, F2, to check the layaway/delivered or in deposit garments
• Sales view, F3, to check a customer detailed sales
• Detail sales by item F4, check the detailed purchases by item of one customer
for all the stores
3.1.2.-Adaptations
Through the Boutique procedures there will be previously created the tables with the
alteration types and seamstress
Adaptation record
The alteration is linked to a garment that we are selling, and then we can register the
alteration to make.

(Alt+1)

With this icon we can access to the screen to enter the adaptation for the sold
garments. It is mandatory to have a sales line selected (by default the system will
select the last one)
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-

We will fill the adaptation code (previously defined in the store's adaptation
file).
To search the predefined adaptations, we can click on the search option on the top
of the screen.

-

The adaptation price is also predefined, but editable

Through the adding option, we can add it to the list

We can fill several alterations. We can finish the information by adding optional
remarks (Observations) and the seamstress (Dressmaker) which is mandatory, by the
search icon. The delivery date it is also mandatory.
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-

Click on “Continue” option. The adaptation has been created and the Price is
added to the total amount of the sale.

In the case that the customer has to pay for the alteration and the store/sales agent
have authorization for credit sales, the system allows to pay for the alteration at the
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same time as their purchase or keep the adaptation amount pending (if we have a
customer selected).

If the alteration is kept as pending, the customer will only pay for the articles price,
and the system will save the pending amount in the customer’s file.
Adaptation management

Through the option,
located in the “Cash” options,
we can deliver/pick up from the dressmaker, check the alteration status and pay the
seamstress.
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Delivery/ pick up to dressmaker, F1, in this screen we can check the adaptations as
delivered or picked up, depending on their status and dressmaker selected.

Inquiry /delivery to customer, F2, when we register the picking up, the system checks
if the customer has pending payments, and if the procedure has been correct.
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Clearance dressmaker, F3 a cash movement is created in order to pay all the pending
payments to the dressmaker.

3.1.3.-Credit sales cycle
If the store has authorization to create credit sales, you can use this method to close
the sale. Customer should be informed about it.
Credit sale
Regardless the paying method, the pending amount can be done by Credit sale

Any time that the customer is entered in the system, for a new sale or any other
operation, the system will check if there are pending payments.
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Collection management

With this icon
(F6), or linking through the warning. We can access to the
customer pending payments maintenance file, we can check the amounts, due dates,
sales numbers, also the settlement of the pending amounts.
For a pending payment settlement, we will select the related line. The system will
request the paid amount and will create the pending payment settlement or will
create a new payment depending if the amount is more or less than the pending
amount. It will print a verification ticket.

3.1.4.-Deposit / layaway cycle
Layaway
Sometimes by commercial reasons we want that the system allow us to create an item
output without a linked sale. This method it is used when we allow a customer to take
clothes home to try them, choose them and return the rest.

F7,
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To create layaway/deposits it is mandatory to have a customer selected. To enter the
garments into the system, we will follow the usual procedure (scan barcode or
manually input as a normal sale).

When we proceed to cash, we fill in the amount that the customer provides as deposit,
from the layaway total. A Voucher will be create with the amount entered, it will be
used when the customer returns back the garment and decides which ones buys.
The pick up date for the garments it is also entered, this date indicates when the
customer will return back the clothes to the store. This field is mandatory in order to
finish the process. With this process the garment will be keep as deposit in the
customer file.
Query
When a customer has garment in layaway/deposit, when we enter the customer in the
system for a new operation, it will display a warning as in the following picture:

Check a layaway:
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Displays a layaway status query for the selected customer, also displays the created vouchers with the
related amounts. This option it is also available from “Customers”.

Edit layaway: allows to add or cancel garment from the customer’s file.
New sale: does not access to the customer’s deposit file and starts a new clean sale.
Sale from a layaway: Displays the following selection screen, with all the garment that
the customer has in layaway. Check the garments that the customer wants to purchase
from the first column. The system allows to check or uncheck all.
Once we have the related garment in layaway selected, we press continue to proceed
with the sale.
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The selected garments will be displayed into the sale detail, and we will continue with
the usual sale workaround. When we are in the “Cash” option, if the customer has any
amount in deposit we can register the related voucher and it will subtract the voucher
amount from the total sale amount.

3.2.-Cash flows

(F8), displays the following options
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• Alter receipt, F1. Allows to search a ticket by number and edit it (only if the
current sales agent has permission and the closing cash has not been done).
• Print ticket, F2. To search and reprint an already created ticket.
Enter the ticket number:

This option allows to select the related ticket edit it and reprint it.
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To edit tickets, the system will open the main sales screen, transferring the article
details. This option will be usually used to edit (or correct) wrong payment methods.
•

Create Invoice, F3. The process, allows to print a registered ticket on a invoice
format. If the ticket does not have any customer linked, the system will request
it and will verify if the ID card exists in the customer file.

• Cancel ticket, F4. Allows to search a ticket by its number and cancel it (only if
the current sales agent has permission and the closing cash has not been done).
• Cancel voucher, F5. This option allows to refund to a customer the voucher
amount, without creating a sale or return.
The process requests to fill in the voucher number to cancel:
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And in which payment method we will refund the amount

Cash movements, F7. Enter a cash input or cash payment not related with any sale.
Deposit/Payment, indicates if it is an input or output from the cash register.
Cash movements, referred to a type of movements available to select by the search
icon, will display a list of defined movements.
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Reason, reason for the cash input or output.
Cash, check or card, fill in the amount in the related field.
When we finish it will generate a cash movement, and it will be showed in the daily
cash closing, prints a transaction receipt that will be kept with the rest of the tickets.
•

Open drawer, F8. Allows to open the cash register with the introduction of the
reason. The transaction hour, reason and sales agent who created it will be
saved in a log.
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•

Cash closing, F9. Allows to the authorized sellers to do the cash closing with all
the created sales from the last closing.
If there are tickets on hold, the system will not allow to do the cash closing.
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Displays the columns of “Income” and “expenditure” with the amounts related to
Cash, Check and Card payment methods and also the Balance.
If there are any differences in the count, by “Preview closure List' option, we would be
able to check the daily detail operations to identify potential errors. Errors can be
corrected with the 'Modify ticket’ explained in this document, section 3.3.
Enter the Return money amount for the next day Cash Register; this amount will be
the cash that will remain in the register drawer. We can also insert Card or Check
amounts. The calculated difference amount will appear on the line Liquidate to the
central.

Print the closing cash or Continue if we do not want to print it. At the end of the
process, the system will request a confirmation and the cash closing will be finished.
This procedure can be done several times per day. Once the cash closing is done, the
information will be sent to Fmoda Central.

3.3.-Sales queries
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•

Sales queries, F1. Lists summarized data of the cash status from last closing.
The “Cash” amount from the “Difference” column has to match with the
drawer’s current cash. This query can be executed any times you need it.

By pressing on the “Detail” tab, the detailed information for each transaction will be
listed. This information can be exported to a PDF format.
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The process allow us to select any of the sales tickets, and by pressing the “Alter
receipt” option, we can edit it. This will be the workflow to correct payment method
mistakes in tickets, detected on the cash closing.
In the example below, we edit the ticket 112 which had the payment method as
“Cash”, and we change it to “Card”. Only the non-closed tickets can be edited.
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• Query of seller sales, F2.
Lists from the current date or week, all the sales done by sellers, regardless of the
finished cash closings.

• Sales by item F3.
Displays a list of the sales grouped by article and/or ticket, and the available stock for
each item.
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3.4.-Stock check
Warehouse, F10, displays two options:
• Search store inventory, F1, Entering the barcode for a item/color/size, will
display the available stock for the own store. We can also search the items by
the search icon with the same workflow as the sales process.
.

•

Search multi-store inventory, F2. Allows to check the stock from an article with
all its colors or by a defined color, from the own store and the rest of the
authorized stores that we have access of. If the field “Color” is not filled, it will
show all the colors. You can also, fill a color code. The Store column lists the
store name or the Central.
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4.-BACKOFFICE MENU MAINTAINANCE
This chapter describes briefly the backoffice menu structure.
The main document with the detailed information can be found in the document
“iBoutique Backoffice management”.
We can access to the BackOffice menu through the right “Menu” option in the top task
bar, when the POS is in standby status.

The following screen will appear, grouping the main options. Through the “Go Back”
option we can return to the main screen.
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The “Store” menu groups the options related to:
•
•
•
•
•

Delivery notes delivered by the Central, it allows to create picking inputs.
Stock input or output by store transfer or returns to Central.
Print required documents
Optional labeling for received articles
Transaction queries.
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The “Communication” menu, groups the options related to:
• Internal order records through web to the Central
• Manual request to data transfer between the Central and the Store, and POS
working table synchronization (vouchers, customers, rates) for eventual
reasons.

The “Articles” menu groups the options related to:
•
•
•
•

Query items files from the Central imported record list
Rate queries
Item transaction log queries
Negative stock queries
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In this menu, there are different reports, added until the current version.

In the “Files” menu, the maintenance and queries are grouped from the basic tables
for the proper POS working. Allows to create/edit depending on the store set up
regarding the Central.
Includes maintenance / queries as: sales agents, Adaptation types, parameters…
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